
THE ROUND TABLE OF BIA LOWIEŻA FOREST

(Poland, July 2001 – July 2002)

The following statement was drafted by scientists gathered at the XX and
XXI Workshop on Geometric Methods of Physics held in the forest of Bia-
 lowieża, Poland — the last primeval forest in Europe. We invite those who
share our views to endorse and circulate our statement to help alert the public
to the approaching ecological crisis and to the absolute priority of protecting
the world jungles.

Bia lowieża Message

We, the undersigned, express our profound concern regarding the
acceleration of large-scale environmental changes, including global
warming, brought about by human activity. Scientific evidence for
such effects is accumulating and the dangers to humanity should
not be underestimated. In particular we are deeply worried by the
prospect of the destruction of the great Amazon jungle by precipi-
tate industrial projects. We declare our full solidarity with Brazilian
colleagues who seek to defend the jungle. We ask that the indus-
trial projects be stopped and their implications carefully analyzed,
to avoid an irreversible disaster. We suggest that the Amazon jungle
be declared a ‘treasure of the planet’, to be preserved for future gener-
ations - and we ask the Parliaments of the region to ensure this status
by the consistent legislation. We also appeal to the world’s govern-
ments and financial powers to offer maximum help to the Amazon
countries and their scientists in all efforts to protect the jungle’s in-
tegrity.

Signed by:

Ilka Agricola (Germany), S. Twareque Ali (Canada), Jean Pierre Antoine
(Belgium), A.B. Antonevich (Belarus), A.B.Fabio Bagarello (Italy), Pavel
Bona (Slovak Republic), Hugo Garćıa Compean (Mexico), Sara G. Cruz
y Cruz (Mexico), Carol S. Goldin (USA), Gerald A. Goldin (USA), Prze-
mys law Gralewicz (Poland), Michael Grundland (Canada), Norbert Hounko-
nnou (Benin), B. Kent Harrison (USA), Vasyl Kovalchuk (Ukraine), Natalia
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Kotsyba (Ukraine), A. Kracklauer (Germany), Andrei Lebedev (Belarus),
Petr Luft (Czech Republic), Shahn Majid (England), W ladys law Marcinek
(Poland), Oliver Maspfuhl (Switzerland), Bogdan Mielnik (Mexico), Ivailo
Mladenov (Bulgaria), Ferdinand Ngakeu (Belgium), Marcel Novaes (Brazil),
Anatol Odzijewicz (Poland), Karol Penson (France), Roger Picken (Portu-
gal), W lodzimierz Piechocki (Poland), Hessel Posthuma (Holland), Maciej
Przanowski (Poland), Jakub Rembieliński (Poland), Claude Roger (France),
Rudolf Schmid (USA), Thomas Schmitt (Germany), Mikhail Shubin (USA),
Libor Snobl (Czech Republic), Aleksander Strasburger (Poland), Jacek Szmi-
gielski (Canada), Martin Schlichenmeier (Luxemburg), Jǐŕı Tolar (Chech Re-
public), Jaromir Tosiek (Poland), Constantin Trushkin (Russia), Carlos Vil-
legas Blas (Mexico), Stanis law L. Woronowicz (Poland).
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